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To the Titans of industry, it was a lost decade. But to
thwarted Japanese creatives, particularly young, hungry
graphic artists, the 1990s were anything but a loss—

those years spelt prospects, freedom and the end of old-fogy,
zaibatsu domination.

Japan's prolonged recession put an end to the real gold
sprinkled in some art directors' morning tea and other grand-
iose excesses of the '8os bubble era. Insecurity was everywhere,
with plummeting prices creating a vortex of deflation and
businesses going bust by the thousands. Japan Inc.'s diffi-

culty, however, soon turned to opportunity for Japan's more
flexible slacker generation.

For a new generation of twenty-somethings, their chance came

at last when budgets were slashed, economical became cool and

the spared-down money started stalking those who reflected
the new Zeitgeist. Just as New Wave design flourished in hard-

times punk Britain 25 years ago, Japanese young blood has seen
its moment and for the first time young, edgy, independent

designers are thriving all over the country.

British-born, Tokyo-based designer and architect Mark Dytham
finds his adopted city brimming with energetic youngsters rid-

ing that new wave and reckons Japan has never had it so good,
talent wise.

"No longer are students coming out of university with jobs
guaranteed for life with this 'Name' company or that," Dytham

says. "Simply the jobs don't exist or they don't trust the big
companies.

"This sounds like a recipe for disaster, but I find this is the most
exciting time since I came to Japan ten years ago. Young kids
are coming out of university and taking a year off to travel the

globe, or setting up a small cafe with friends, or starting a
media company doing a bit of graphic and Web design to
sponsor a band they are in. Anything seems possible."

There is certainly a new, vital energy and buzz abounding in
cities such as Tokyo. And despite the recession, new buildings,
shops, cafes and media offices are mushrooming up and down
Japan's confined streets and alleyways. In fact, visitors to Japan
would be hard pressed to see evidence of a recession at all.
Shoppers throng the streets, particularly in the youth Mecca
centers of Harajuku and Daikayama. Thanks to plentiful part-
time work and wealthy supportive parents, there's money to
spend. Crucially, these new enterprises have given youthful
designers somewhere to hawk their work with parents' deep
pockets often helping them to get started.

And it's not just Tokyo-based. Other major cities are under-
going image makeovers, with far-flung islands such as Kyushu

sprouting unexpectedly hot new design scenes. The catalyst
behind these changes? Dropping land prices caused by the
collapse of the economic bubble and a transition of genera-
tions among the consuming public.

Yes, Japan is in recession and jobs for life have gone forever.
But rich, complacent clients had never encouraged young
talent anyway. Most design talent had left university to be
shoveled into safe jobs producing homogenous bland design
for big and small corporations. Those jobs have gone and the
young must fend for themselves; taking a part-time job to
help a fledging design business get launched or taking time
off and living on savings. Economists estimate that the entire
126 million population could afford to take a year off without

suffering a decline in their standard of living. Young Japanese
sense this, take advantage of the safety net it offers and, for the
first time, are preferring to branch out by themselves as
freelancers or small independent outfits.

Their parents' generation may balk at all this, but there is a
sense that Generation X's, as well as embracing the slacker
lifestyle, have become the new emblems of Japan and are
demanding appropriate images that reflect these new attitudes.

Right: DTP World magazine 2004 Japan, the top page of an interview column on Noriyuki Kitsugi, an art director of CYZO magazine. "This is a monthly
column for DTP World, a design magazine. The creator [Noriyuki Kitsugi] who was interviewed chooses who should be interviewed next and designs the
interview pages. This column already finished. That month he chose me, so I designed it for him," said Takora Kimiyoshi Futori, visual creator.

Yl Subuppy (Izuzuppy), 2004 by Mr. 65% X 76 X 96%, FRP, acrylic. Courtesy Tomio Koyama Gallery.

"Produced by GAS and YOSHIDA, GasbookW is a collaborative book of Jun Takahashi, the designer of Undercover, and Madsaki from Barnstormers. It
includes a collection of work that was exhibited in Hong Kong, as well as some of their personal work," said GAS As interface, publisher.
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The Otaku Design Generation

Born into a high-tech world, bombarded with graphic images
and steeped in manga comics and computer games, Japan's
Gen X artists continue to produce distinctive graphics which,
thanks to the likes of Sega, Nintendo and animated manga, have
become one of that country's fastest growing cultural exports.

At the vanguard of such a breakaway are media artists/graphic
designers working in the gaming industry and elsewhere
blurring the lines between technology and art, pastiche and
cross-fertilization. The rise of the Nintendo Generation is caus-
ing art and game cultures to merge, producing this undeniably
Japanese-nuanced fusion.

"The capital reason behind the shift," says Takashi Kaneko,
director at the Inter Communication Centre (ICC) which
houses a permanent collection of media art in Tokyo, "is that
video game companies want to promote their products
through art because the younger generation rejects other
attempts to do so through commercialization."

Many youngsters have seized on once-shunned Japanese tra-
ditions in graphics, the arts and fashion. Bubble economy
Japan demanded big name (preferably Big Foreign Name)
treatment for its commercial images. The
ShinjinRui generation—literally "new
human beings"—wants the antithesis of
that and they want it with the Japanese
flavor that has made Japanese graphics
so cool and foreign in Western eyes.

"Gone are the days when the youth of
Japan looked to the West for styles and
inspiration," explains Dythan. "They
realize the rest of the world is looking
at them. Japan is cool; they are looking
at themselves and rediscovering their
own culture, whether manga, graphics
or cooking," he says.

A look at any cutting-edge publication,
trendy new shop logo, or CG advert
may tell you all this is true. Granted
the trend has pushed aside a lot of
stodgy graphic art in Japan, but as any

casual observer will find on a visit there is still a great deal of
mimicry of the West and even more insipid cute-for-cute's-
sake design about.

"A lot of consumers just aren't ready for the more bleeding-edge
graphics. Even in Japan, products may be well designed but
the packaging for instance should appeal to the conservative,"
says trend watcher Junko Oda.

Ayako Terashima, formerly of GAS Publishers in Tokyo, agrees
that the West still heavily influences the Japanese scene, but
that the best artists manage to fuse both to create something
fresh and unique.

"Compared to the graphic designers in the '70s or the '8os,
I think the style of the contemporary Japanese graphic design
scene has become much closer to the European or American
design scene," says Terashima. "They totally get inspired by
Western culture, fashion and music. However, Japanese design-
ers are good at mixing up lots of different influences and mak-
ing something unique out of it."

She adds that Japan still has a long way to go to educate cor-
porate Japan as manufacturers there only recently started to

appreciate the value of graphic design. "So the
need for the graphic design will rise in the future

and I think there will be more chance for
graphic designers to work on different pro-
jects," Terashima says. "They will not only be
designing record covers, but designing cars,
artillery, stationery and so on."

Already, distinctions are breaking down
rapidly in Tokyo where it would not be
unusual to find a graphic artist moonlighting
as a DJ, party organizer or big-time contem-
porary artist.

Perhaps emblematic of Japan's new confidence
in its contemporary culture, particularly its
trash pop culture, is the work of Takashi
Murakami, that one curator described as
"a splendid blend of mass culture, like anima-
tion, and pure art." Drawing heavily on irony
and Japan's passion for manga figures, his

This page: One of the original iPod cases by GAS and Yoshida, with graphic prints by ten selected artists. MoOog Yamamoto, designer; GAS/

Yoshida, producers.

Right: Skirt Cape and Scarf, 2004, by Enamel. Enamel was founded by Ryoji Ishioka and Sayuri Ishioka in 2001. Ryoji covers a wide range of graphical
design work through art direction, editorial design, textile design, shop decoration and audiovisual, and Sayuri supports more of the apparel side, designing
bags, clothing and dishes. They've just opened a showroom/shop in Oyama-cho in Shibuya, Tokyo (www.enamel.jp.org).

Right: Dress Camp/fashion brand 2004, "This is a textile design for Dress Camp S&S collection. Dress Camp is the most hip trend in hi-fashion in Japan.
It was the third collection and the theme was fusion. I chose a sun image to represent their passion. It was used on a variety of dresses and tops."

Sublime Grave Dweller Shinko, 2004, by Chiho Aoshima. 511/2' X 13', InkJet print on paper. Courtesy Blum & Poe, Los Angeles/Galerie Emmanuel
Perrotin, Paris.
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his work, and that of graphic artists like him, is being
referred to as super-flat.

The super-flat style typifies much of Japan's Otaku (anorak)

Generation's graphic output and has become universally
familiar, as the world now joins in the love affair with
characters, manga and animation that have that distinctive
made-in-Japan, flat aesthetic.,

Jumping between graphic artist, art director and fine artist,
Murakami's work has become world famous and commands
prices greater than Picasso at auction. Miss ko2, a 74-inch-
high painted fiberglass sculpture, sold for $567,500 in 2003,

establishing a new auction record for the artist.

Murakami, who at 43, is a little older than his contempo-

raries, says super-flat also refers to the tendency of the new
generation of creators to flatten, and compress everything
together. For them, pop culture, illustration, graphic art, fine
art—is all the same.

"The new generation doesn't think about what is art or what is
illustration," Murakami says. "Their work is no 'genre.'"

Takora Kimiyoshi Futori, an established graphic designer
in his twenties, echoes Murakami's words: "Although my

work is graphic design and illustration-based, I prefer not to
be considered as a graphic designer or illustrator. My main
passion is Pop Art, however creating Pop Art works for an
old-style gallery space is not my intention. In my works, I
aim to create Pop Art for the commercial environment,
ranging from advertising and logos through to commercial
videos and movies."

His happy-go-lucky images exude a type of childish, playful-
ness bordering on the naive. This reflects his deepest wishes
just to make everyone happy.

"I always try to put fun and happiness into my work. My
happiness will come through my work and let other people be
happy I believe," Futori says.

Such a far cry from previous generations, who were seeking
something perhaps less, well, American. The pursuit of happi-
ness, the enshrining of individuality, seems to be a common
thread amongst a more hedonistic young generation—and it
shows in their art.

Japan's long celebration of consumerism, of self-sacrifice for
the common good, for the Otaku Generation, at least seems to
have taken an alternative, almost radical, detour. Japanese
graphic art certainly seems the better for it. CA

This page: Three "ten_ki_style" instant haute
couture textile designs by TEN/ten_do_ten, a
Japanese graphic designer who only designs
in pixels.

Right: Decomposed Corpse T-shirt design
by Hiroshi Iguchi. Hiroshi Iguchi is a graphic
designer, who after working at Illdozer, started
his own project in 2001 known as The Bwoy.
Working for various industries such as music,
fashion and publishing, Iguchi is recognized as
one of the most sought after young designers
in Japan. He has also been commissioned to
create the visual identity for the forthcoming
exhibition by GAS called Sound A~ Vision.
Beams-T/Squere Enix, client.

"The Hitoshi Abe Flicker book features the
work of Hitoshi Abe, the architect famous
for the Miyagi Stadium, and the Reihoku

Community Hall. This book covers his 21
masterpieces, including his latest project.
ASYL Design/ASYL Crack has succeeded in
featuring and mixing dynamic photos, plans
with delicate lines and miniatures. This is one
of the masterpieces of ASYL Design/ASYL
Crack in 2005." Naoki Sato, art director;
Rie Amaki/Mitsugu Mizobata, ASYL Design/
ASYL Crack, designers; Katsuaki Sato,
photographer; ASYL Design/ASYL Crack,
design firm.

Mugs for CYZO magazine, 2004. "This was
a fifth anniversary souvenir. They gave it to
people who contributed to the magazine,"
said designer Takora Kimiyoshi Futori. "CYZO
is a quite individual view-pointed magazine.
They always pick up solid social problems
and rumors to share with their readers.

I designed this pattern for them. In Japanese,
'CY' is pronounced 'SAI,' which means
rhinoceros; 'ZO' is pronounced 'ZO,' which
means elephant. You can see the two ani-
mals in this visual, and I think this fits CVZO's
view point."

"Ukawa Naohiro has made a career of pro-
ducing artwork and videos for musicians
from the Boredoms to Tei Towa and Supercar.
This self-styled media rapist hasn't stopped
there, however, and also turns heads as a
designer, writer, VJ and DJ, among other
things. This volume collects many graphic and
video works, as well as rare commentary and
anecdotes from Ukawa himself," said GAS As
Interface, publisher.
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This page: Maquette for V W X Yellow
Elephant Underwear/H I J Kiddy Elephant
Underwear, 2005, by Chinatsu Ban. A pro-
ject for Public Art Fund. Courtesy Marianne
Boesky Gallery.

Umbrella for Harbourcity, 2004. "Harbourcity is
a complex style mall in Hong Kong. They provide
an edgy style for people. This is from their rainy
season campaign. I designed three patterns:
Men (black), Women (white) and Kids (yellow).
Each design shows different elements and a
story," said Takora Kimiyoshi Futori, designer.
"I imagine people can have spot light under this
umbrella, even in bad weather. It's like music —
I'm singing in the rain! They are given free to
customers who spend around US$150."

"This is one of my own designs for the 'Snow
Queen' in the picture book Andersen: The
Illustrated Fairy Tales of Hans Christian Andersen"
said designer Takora Kimiyoshi Futori, "I designed
eleven visuals myself and, for three visuals, I
collaborated with Chisato Shinya." Die Gestalten
Verlag, publisher.
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This page: Time Bokan—Pink, 2001,
by Takashi Murakami. 707/8 X 707/s,
acrylic on canvas, mounted on wood.
Courtesy Marianne Boesky Gallery.

Crazy Stripes, "ten_ki_style" textile
pattern designed by TEN/ten_do_ten.
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Left: "Window Dressing of Buyable Art" invitation card, 2003, by
Enamel for Shop Desperado.

Poster by Enamel, 2003.

This page: Small Faces cover for the magazine. Massage vol. 3.
Hiroshi Iguchi, designer.

"ART iT an informative magazine dedicated to the art and culture
scene in Tokyo and Asia. This is the first genuine art magazine of visually
oriented content and completely bilingual in Japan. ASYL Design/ASYL
Crack changes the cover image with each issue's theme, but we keep
unity of tones on the whole." Naoki Sato, ASYL Design/ASYL Crack, art
director: Rie Amaki/Hideki Ishida, ASYL Design/ASYL Crack, designers:
Hiroyuki Matsukage, photographer: Kosuke Tsumura, styling: Sayoko
Yamaguchi, model: ASYL Design/ASYL Crack, design firm.
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